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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

RUFSKIN® INTRODUCES “TROPICALIA” SWIM/BEACHWEAR 2022

This year it’s all about the shine… As RUFSKIN celebrates their 20th anniversary, they launch their biggest swimwear group ever.
The lot is coming in waves, beginning with 1.0, the solids and 2.0, the prints. Wave 1.0 focuses on RUFSKIN’s concept of always
creating cuts that naturally emphasize the parts of the male form that matter the most, introducing 50+ styles, o�ering
everything from the swim bodysuit and t-back, fusing luminescent fabrics with shiny chrome details, to the patented dual-waist
CALKINI™ and Euro-Brief with iridescent buckles. Can’t forget the classic beach and poolside essentials like the iconic
thong/brief combo, square-cut, and Brazil-Style mini-sunga. The bodysuit has always been incorporated in RUFSKIN’s line, dating
back to the early sport and underwear days. Now o�ered as swimwear, the thong bodysuit and “separated-seat” bodysuit with
side buckle closure have evolved to be their signatures. Luxe and quick drying, the fabric features 4-way stretch, showcasing
mainly shiny finishes and a few matte. Wave 2.0 is built up of 10 custom engineered print styles created using a unique
sublimation process on premium stretch microfiber. The prints come alive when wet, featuring cuts ranging from the trunk to the
mini-sunga, full-seat brief, and RUFSKIN’s signature “cheeky” cut. The idea behind TropiCalia Swim is to superimpose; Layer the
unlined pieces, whether solid or printed, with styles like the Sling backless pouch or the Junior “mini-thong” for a contrast e�ect,
see through when wet.

But wait, there’s more… A tsunami of styles are coming soon, including a batch of Euro-bikini brief solids with thin asymmetric
waistbands and straps, new CALKINI’s™, unapologetic thongs that show it all, perforated stretch nylon swim with contrast
waistbands and sport drawcord plus 3 new prideful prints. As far as post-swim, they’ve got your back with the new ButterSkin
group made from “buttery-soft” double-sided brushed knit, stretch rayon cover ups are also on the way.

RUFSKIN Studio visits the stunning South East coast of Brazil for the first time in over 10 years to photograph TropiCalia Swim.
Brimming with tropical vegetation, color, sound, culture, beautiful people and exotic animals, they find killer backdrops traveling
from Rio to Espirito Santo State, admiring Brazil’s architecture, street art and amazing beaches. “We have history here, RUFSKIN
was once manufactured in Brazil. It only seemed right to pay a visit to shoot our biggest swim group ever while celebrating 20
years,” said Owner/Head Designer Hubert Pouches.
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TropiCalia Swimwear is available directly at www.rufskin.com, at the RUFSKIN Flagship Store in San Diego, California and select
retail partners worldwide.

ABOUT: Established in 2002, RUFSKIN is celebrating their 20th year as a men’s fashion label that designs and manufactures
apparel and accessories in San Diego, California for worldwide distribution. The lines include denim, sportswear, swimwear,
underwear and accessories.
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